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Our cheder’s voice
Cheder Chabad Boys Division
Letter from the Menahel:
Dear Parents ,שיחיו
Shabbos Yud Shevat is a day spent thinking about hiskashrus, connection to the Rebbe. Two of the
prominent themes to which the Rebbe returns again and again are Ahavas Yisroel and hamaaseh hu
hoikar.
I would like to tie these two themes into our thoughts about hiskashrus. Our motivation to embrace every
person should be a direct result of our hiskashrus to the Rebbe. The Rebbe availed himself to meet with
anyone, and welcomed EVERYONE warmly בסבר פנים יפות. We too should avail ourselves to be kind and
welcome EVERY person.
Our interactions with others should focus on action, doing nice things for them and speaking nicely about
them. This defines dirah betachtonim, utilizing the physical world to do mitzvos.
The sincere and pure tefillos of our talmidim at the Ohel touched me deeply. These precious moments
are indicative of the chassidishe chinuch that is being instilled in our talmidim by our dedicated
melamdim. Our partnership is being matzliach B”H in raising children whose hearts are open to ruchnius
and whose inspired actions place them at the forefront of bringing Moshiach.
We continued marking Yud Shevat with various programs today by running the Connection Point program
and will continue on Sunday IYH with farbrengens. May the farbrengens be “hisvaduyos peilim” as the
Rebbe wrote in many telegrams.
Wishing you a good Shabbos,
Rabbi Kaplan

Tuesday, January 26: Kol Hatorah
Kula Test #3

February 5-8: Mid Winter Break
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What a wonderful week the third grade had! In math the boys were tested on their multiplication
tables, from 1-5. They practiced their families of facts so that they know their multiplication tables
not just forwards, but backwards as well!! In reading the boys learned about simple machines. On
Wednesday Mrs. Eckstein brought in Tinker Toys for the class to 'tinker' with and make simple
machines. Some groups followed a list of instructions to make a propeller/rotor. Other groups
made their own inventions such as a robot and even a satellite (that started out as a weather
vane!). Mrs. Karash came in and complimented the boys on their wonderful inventions. The
sheet with instructions for the invention project will be given out iy"H Monday or Tuesday, and will
be due the week after midwinter vacation. Mrs. Eckstein is looking forward to seeing what amazing ideas the boys will think up!
Mrs. Volfman’s third graders continued learning about capacity in their math unit this week.
They created Their own “Gallon Man” and did activities to help them understand customary units
of capacity that measure liquid volume. In reading they read about the importance of recycling as
well as ways to recycle. They extended this idea to their writing and wrote about different ways
that we can recycle. They ended the week with current events – News on the Run.
This week Mrs. Levin’s fifth graders reached the end of their unit on decimals. They learned to
“take the ball to the wall” to remind them to move the decimal over equally in the dividend and
divisor. The boys enjoyed playing a memory game matching synonyms and antonyms. Inauguration day of the 46th president was noted. Many boys voiced concern for the term ahead. Others
expressed the need to leave all in the hands of Hashem.
Have a wonderful Shabbos!
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Effi Weiss and Sholom Zaltzman
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